The Greatest Breakthrough in Technical
Analysis In History:
Michael S. Jenkins masterpiece 'Square The
Range Trading System'
After 42 years of in depth study of charts Michael Jenkins has
deciphered the breakthrough key element of every chart that reveals
all the fluctuations in the future with a simple technique that anyone
can use and understand with only a brief introductory education on
reading a chart. There is no longer a necessity to use moving averages,
or advanced technical tools or expensive cycle programs. A simple
chart and trendline and perhaps a circle will give you everything you
will ever need to trade on ANY time frame from 1 minute to monthly.
Obviously such a simple approach might miss a few small signals but
that's usually only because of the inaccuracy of the chart or the users
drawing skills. The vast majority of major turns can be easily spotted
and a simple trading plan developed for execution on key dates. This
S&P daily chart from the March 6, 2009 low was quickly constructed
in less than two minutes with this technique, but keep in mind that the
book shows several advanced methods to see the 'patterns' that repeat
as well as the 'mirror image' repetitions.

The fact that a few of the turns above are not identified by the vertical
line 'hits' is not a defect of the method but only a difficulty in drawing
a long term chart over three years. Smaller time frame charts covering
six months to a year greatly enhance the clarity and when the 15
minute or 60 minute time frames are added almost every known pivot
is easily identified and the 'misses' in this chart disappear. Note that in
the vast majority of observations in this chart the direction up to the
circled turn was one trend that was 'obvious' and taking a reverse
position at the turn would be nearly mechanical without much
thought, although I would urge you to develop strategies to filter
trades and set up realistic stops in case you overlook something or just
make a mistake in your calculation. Even so just a handful of these

trades over the course of a year could have made you a fortune. Note
in particular that long stretch in the center with the exact low hit in
July 2010 and nearly the exact high almost a year later. These long
term trends can keep you in the market with a simple trailing stop to
make huge returns on your capital.
The method works on any index, stock or commodity, or forex and
many of my clients always ask if I have anything that works on
currencies. This next chart is a daily chart of the Euro Dollar that also
was drawn up in only a minute using the most simple method taught
in this book. If you knew of these dates months ahead of time, do you
think you could have benefited?

Do you day trade for a living? Do you like to trade E-mini futures or
the SPY, or options? Look at this next 15 minute chart of the S&P
and see if you could make use of these spectacular hits! Again this
chart was constructed in less than two minutes by hand with just a

simple chart and trendline and it can give predictions often to the bar
as much as a month or more into the future. With a method like this
you could spend your day at lunch or at the gym and come in at the

exact time to make the biggest trade of the day!

The above charts are just three samples of the dozens and dozens of
charts and advanced techniques explained in this book. The more
advanced mirror image reversal charts are not shown here as to not
jeopardize the methodology but I show a number of techniques where
you can often find the exact pattern that is repeating and make very
close estimates as to when they will repeat again and the estimated
percentage advance or decline. Note on the 15 minute chart above the

'fractal' pattern repeating with the first three 'arrows' and the next three
being the same pattern. A knowledge of these can greatly help in
developing your strategies and stop losses.
What would you pay for knowledge like this. Obviously it's worth
$10,000 to $100,000 or more, since that's a reasonable assumption
about what you could make with adequate capital and basic trading
skills utilizing the system in the book. The book is priced at $325 US,
however, as I believe in allowing the public access to my materials
and I think that's a more than reasonable price for the tremendous
education on reading charts you will achieve in reading this book.
You will never again be able to look at a chart the same way and not
know where the big turns should come. This is copyrighted material
so you can't re-sell it without my permission but why would you want
to? It's far easier to make a good living trading when you know where
the cycles come from and where the market movements begin and
end. Analyzing the future trends has never been easier nor simpler to
apply. Since this method is so simple to apply and understand but
revolutionary in intellectual invention, I will not allow returns or
refunds on the purchase of this item. I can easily foresee that within a
couple of years every major software product and technical analysis
book in the world will use these principles but they are copyrighted as
my intellectual property.
Exactly what IS the system and what is it not?
It is not my Secret Angle Method although it is an adaptation of that
method that follows it to its logical conclusion and shows ALL the
primary harmonics in any chart and not just the simple fundamental
ones. It also shows where all these cycle turns originate from and
suggests how they will unfold. It is not a 'Gann Overlay' like the
squares of 52, or 144, or 90 or any other type grid maps. It has nothing
to do with astrology or any knowledge of cycles or anything other
than the need for a chart and a straightedge or trendline drawing tool. I
like to use it with an additional circle tool but if your software doesn't
have one, it is not necessary at all to reproduce the results above

which did not use one. I am sure Gann used a method just like this in
his famous 1909 trading record published in the Ticker and
Investment Digest of 1909. Finally, you do not need any prior
knowledge on trading or chart reading to understand it, BUT I would
urge you not to start trading without any experience and I suggest you
have a common sense understanding of the risks and reality of the
markets and unforeseen events that can cause losses in all trades. I
would also always advise you to use stops on any trades you make in
this age of 'flash crashes' and computer program trading. I also urge
you to consider reading the material in my priors books and courses
on strategy and the basics of cycles and charts, although none of that
knowledge is necessary to use the information presented in this book.
In a nutshell this is a great achievement in all of technical analysis that
puts the chart for the first time in history in a position to tell all its
secrets and give you a tremendous edge in entering and exiting your
trades at the right times. If you are a student, housewife, professional
day trader, banker, or portfolio manager you will gain a tremendous
amount of knowledge from this easy to understand book and will
quickly advance to the top of your game. Once you read this book you
will never again go back to the way you used to trade.

$325 US - checks can be mailed to:
Stock Cycles Forecast
PO BOX 652 Cathedral STA PO
New York, N.Y. 10025-9998

or with a credit card go to www.Paypal.com and
'Send Money' to my email address of
mjenkins@stockcyclesforecast.com
Mr. Jenkins other books and course information can be obtained at:

http://www.StockCyclesForecast.com
http://www.MichaelJenkinsTradingResources.com
http://www.StockCyclesForecast.net

